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INTRODUCTION

With over 100 domains from structural genomics initiatives and

from experimental laboratories, the Seventh Critical Assessment of

Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP7) provided an

excellent test of the Rosetta comparative modeling and de novo struc-

ture prediction methods as well as the Rosetta all-atom refinement

procedure. For all targets, prediction consisted of a search for the low-

est energy structure according to the physically realistic Rosetta all-

atom energy function, either starting with an extended chain, in the

case of free modeling targets, or in the neighborhood of homologous

structures, in the comparative modeling case. This large-scale test of

computationally intensive all-atom refinement was made possible by

the contributions of tens of thousands of individuals participating in

the Rosetta@home distributed computing project.
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ABSTRACT

We describe predictions made using the Rosetta

structure prediction methodology for both tem-

plate-based modeling and free modeling catego-

ries in the Seventh Critical Assessment of Tech-

niques for Protein Structure Prediction. For the

first time, aggressive sampling and all-atom

refinement could be carried out for the majority

of targets, an advance enabled by the Rosetta@

home distributed computing network. Template-

based modeling predictions using an iterative

refinement algorithm improved over the best

existing templates for the majority of proteins

with less than 200 residues. Free modeling

methods gave near-atomic accuracy predictions

for several targets under 100 residues from all

secondary structure classes. These results indi-

cate that refinement with an all-atom energy

function, although computationally expensive, is

a powerful method for obtaining accurate struc-

ture predictions.
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The first success of such a computationally intensive,

all-atom approach was in CASP6, in which our free mod-

eling prediction for target T0281 reached an accuracy of

better than 2 Å.1 Following this result, promising in-

house benchmarks indicated that one third of free mod-

eling targets with lengths of up to 100 residues could be

solved to better than 3 Å resolution with aggressive sam-

pling2 (see also Fig. 1 for an example from CASP7 target

T0283). Further, with the all-atom refinement approach,

our comparative modeling protocol appeared to improve

upon the best available template in the majority of cases

for targets under 200 residues, an advance over prior

template-based methods. In this paper, we show that the

results of CASP7 were largely consistent with these prior

expectations. The in-depth analysis permitted by this

large-scale rigorous experiment highlights the strengths

of all-atom modeling and illuminates potential strategies

for surmounting its current limitations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Rosetta@home

The distributed computing network Rosetta@home,

based on the Berkeley Open Infrastructure Network

Computing protocol,4 went on-line in July, 2005; by the

beginning of CASP7 in May, 2006, the network included

140,000 computers, with �65,000 computers available for

use at any given time, yielding an approximate perform-

ance of 37 TFlops. The CASP7 schedule allowed an aver-

age of �500,000 CPU-hours to be devoted to predicting

each domain.

Choosing between template-based
modeling and free modeling

Results from the BioInfo metaserver5 were typically

inspected 2 days after each target sequence was available.

If potential domain parses were suggested by Ginzu and

RosettaDom (run as part of the Robetta server6),7 the

separate domains were submitted to the 3D-Jury meta-

server.5 Eighty-nine domains with a 3D-Jury score5 of

over 50 were predicted by template-based modeling, and

the remaining 32 domains were predicted by free mod-

eling. A breakdown of the targets by our modeling

approach is given in Supporting Information Table S1.

For several border-line cases with 3D-Jury scores

between 40 and 60, both types of modeling were carried

out.

Figure 1
Accurate predictions deriving from enhanced computational power, applied to folding of multiple homologous sequences and to all-atom refinement of hundreds of

thousands of conformations. A: All-atom energy versus Ca root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) from the native structure (over regions not making intermolecular

contacts in the crystal) for �60,000 conformations in each of three separate runs for target T0283. Free modeling runs for the target sequence T0283 (gray) did not

converge, and the lowest energy conformations did not share the same fold. On the other hand, a homologous sequence (34% sequence identity to target; number 6 out of

7 sequences, drawn from a PFAM alignment3) gave outstanding convergence (green), with the 20 lowest energy conformations sharing the same fold (within 2 Å over

most of the chain) of each other. Supporting this fold, another homologous sequence (red; 43% sequence identity to target) gave a lowest energy conformation (closed

circle) with nearly identical structure. B: The consistency between these folds (red and green) anticipated the excellent agreement with the crystal structure (blue) after

mapping the homologous sequences back to the target sequence [see Fig. 4(F)].
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The Rosetta all-atom energy function

The Rosetta all-atom energy function and refinement

procedure has been described previously.8,9 Briefly, the

energy function includes terms for van der Waals interac-

tions and for the free energy of solvation in the form of

rapidly computed pair-wise approximations first used in

molecular dynamics applications.10,11 However, unlike

force fields typically used in molecular dynamics, the free

energy function utilizes an orientation-dependent hydro-

gen-bonding potential instead of a classical electrostatic

description with atomic partial charges and backbone and

side-chain torsional potentials derived from the Protein

Data Bank. Further, bond lengths and angles are kept fixed

at ideal values during all-atom refinement. Finally, confor-

mational entropy is assumed to be similar for different

compact states and not explicitly taken into account.

All-atom energy based template selection

In contrast to previous CASP experiments in which we

selected the best templates based on the PSI-BLAST or

FFAS profile–profile matching score,6 we carried out an

all-atom energy based template selection protocol in

CASP7. Starting from models based on up to 30 different

templates and alignments obtained from the 3D-Jury

server,5 all-atom refinement2,8 was carried out, and tem-

plates producing the very lowest energy models were

identified and used for further modeling. Two to five

templates were selected for further modeling for most

targets. In cases where the energy differences between

refined templates were small, as many as 10 templates

were selected.

Protocol for template-based modeling

Depending on the size of the target and the sequence

identity to the template, we used three different tem-

plate-based modeling strategies. The different size and

sequence identity regimes and the method used in each

regime are indicated in Figure 2(A) and described in the

following paragraphs. The approaches used for each tar-

get are listed in Supporting Table S1.

The methods are presented in order of increasingly

aggressive sampling. For targets with high sequence iden-

tity to the closest templates, less aggressive sampling was

carried out, as the starting model was likely to be rela-

tively close to the template. Less aggressive sampling was

also used for larger targets for which the greatly increased

Figure 2
Summary of comparative modeling results. A: Categorization of targets by length and template sequence identity used to determine the modeling protocol. B, C: LGA

(Local/Global Alignment)12 (B) and GDT-HA12 in structurally alignable regions (GDT-HA) (C) of the best of our submitted models versus those of the best templates in

PDB. D: GDT-HA improvement in structurally alignable regions correlates with the target size. The data points in Panels B, C, and D are colored according to the color

scheme in Panel A. The structurally alignable regions were defined by comparing the native structure to the best template with the 3DPAIR structure alignment

program.13
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size of the search space considerably reduced the proba-

bility of locating native-like folds at high resolution. We

thus chose to focus extensive sampling on proteins less

than 200 amino acids as the most effective way of allo-

cating the available computing power.

Class I. Loop modeling: targets with sequence identity to

the closest template greater than 30% and targets longer

than 200 residues with 20–30% sequence identity to the

closest template. The target sequence was threaded onto

the best template backbone, and regions containing inser-

tions or deletions as well as regions with low local

sequence similarity relative to the template were built

using an improved version of the Rosetta loop modeling

protocol,14 which incorporates loop closure by cyclic

coordinate descent15 followed by gradient based energy

minimization. Side-chains were modeled using a combi-

natorial search through an extended version of the Dun-

brack backbone-dependent rotamer library supplemented

with side-chain conformations from the template using

Monte Carlo sampling.16 Regions with atomic clashes af-

ter repacking were identified, and gradient based minimi-

zation of the Rosetta all-atom energy was used to refine

their backbone and side-chain torsion angles.

Class II. Loop modeling with constrained all-atom

refinement: targets longer than 200 residues with template

sequence identity below 20%. Following the application of

protocol (I) to many alternative alignments to each of

the selected templates,17 full-chain, all-atom refinement

was carried out using template-based consensus Ca–Ca

distance constraints derived from the 3D-Jury template-

based models with the lowest Rosetta all-atom energies;

quadratic penalties were imposed for distances greater

than the largest distance observed in the low energy tem-

plates by more than one standard deviation of the Ca–Ca

distance distribution.18

Class III. Iterative segment rebuilding and all-atom

refinement: targets shorter than 200 residues with template

sequence identity below 30%. Protocol (I) was carried out

for each target, and the structurally diverse regions in low-

energy models were identified and rebuilt, followed by all-

atom refinement of the entire model without Ca–Ca dis-

tance constraints. This process was repeated for 10 itera-

tions, selecting a diverse subset of the lowest energy models

at each stage for input to the next round of refinement.

Free modeling (Classes IV and V)

The remaining targets were predicted by free modeling

and fall into Classes IV or V, depending on whether

assessors later classified them as template-based modeling

or free modeling targets. The protocol for free modeling

consisted of the low resolution Rosetta de novo structure

prediction method followed by all-atom refinement. As

in CASP6, the first step was the generation of a large

pool of conformations by Rosetta fragment assembly,19

guided by a low resolution energy function that favors

hydrophobic burial and b-strand pairing. Fragments were

picked to match secondary structure predictions from

PSI-PRED,20 JUFO,21 SAM,22 and PROF.23 We again

attempted to ensure diversity in this set of conformations

by folding multiple homologs for each sequence (see,

e.g., Fig. 1) by forcing the exploration of different sec-

ondary structures through manually imposed torsional

‘‘bar-codes’’ (RD, PB, DK, D. Baker, unpublished results),

and by seeding simulations with long-range b sheet pair-

ings.24 Further, a new term was introduced to reproduce

pair-wise distance correlations between side-chain inter-

action centers (Supporting Figure S1A). Finally, the num-

ber of fragment insertions was increased by 10-fold, lead-

ing to better annealing of b strands; concomitantly, terms

involving the burial of loops and helices were down-

weighted to prevent over-convergence into the false min-

ima of the low-resolution energy function, which can be

quite inaccurate (Supporting Figure S1B).

The second step of the free modeling protocol was the

same full-chain, all-atom refinement procedure used in

template-based modeling, described above. A similar

two-step protocol was carried out previously for CASP6

target T02811 and a recently published benchmark.2 In

CASP7, however, all conformations were all-atom refined,

rather than just cluster centers. Further, predictions for

sequence homologs were mapped back to the target

sequence (using the loop modeling plus all-atom refine-

ment protocol described above) after all-atom-refinement

with the homologous sequence, rather than before the

refinement.1 Modifications to the free modeling protocol

to enforce symmetry or to resample folds near promising

conformations are described in the text.

Choice of submitted predictions

Submitted predictions were drawn from the lowest all-

atom energy conformations (typically the best 100–1000

out of 105–106 conformations), with clustering and

human judgment (see below) used to choose a final set

of five reasonably diverse submissions. For some submis-

sions, additional packing (see Supporting Figure S2) or

exposed surface area25 (see below) metrics were used to

filter the low energy set.

RESULTS

Different levels of success for
different target classes

We present our results in the CASP7 experiment

grouped by the approaches used to make each prediction.

For the three template-based modeling approaches, the

choice of method was based on the length of the target

and the sequence similarity to the closest template: the

more distant the sequence similarity to potential templates

and the shorter the length of the protein, the more aggres-
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sive the all-atom refinement. For free modeling targets,

all-atom refinement was carried out for all predictions.

A reviewer of this paper questioned the utility of com-

putationally intensive all-atom refinement for improving

protein structure prediction by pointing out that the

excellent predictions of the Zhang group were made

using a reduced model (with a Ca atom and an interac-

tion center per residue) yet had similar quality, as

assessed by Global-Distance Test (GDT)12 scores. To

address this important question, for each group of targets

we compare the GDT-HA (High Accuracy) Z-score dis-

tributions for the best of our five submitted models to

those of the best of the submitted models for each of five

other representative top groups. The following analysis of

our successes and failures in each of these classes gives

insight into which classes benefit the most and which

benefit least from all-atom refinement.

Target Class I. Loop modeling

The first class of targets are those modeled without all

atom refinement of the entire protein chain. This set

consists of targets with sequence identity to the closest

template greater than 30% or sequence identity of 20–

30% and length greater than 200 residues. As described

in the methods, these targets were predicted using loop

modeling and side-chain refinement but not full-chain

all-atom refinement.

The GDT-HA Z-score distribution for our predictions

for this class of targets are clearly worse than those of

other top performing groups [Fig. 3(A)], and the differ-

ences are exacerbated if only the first submitted model is

considered (not shown). In addition, our models are

usually worse than the best templates as indicated by

scores such as the Local/Global Alignment score [LGA;

Fig. 2(B)] and GDT-HA over aligned regions [Fig. 2(C)].

On one hand, this poor performance partly reflects fail-

ure to select the closest templates as well to utilize evolu-

tionary information available from multiple templates for

loops and for core elements, as was innovatively carried

out by other groups. On the other hand, the remodeled

loops were quite accurate in a number of cases (Sup-

porting Table S2); an example (T0315 residues 142–149)

is shown Figure 4(A).

Target Class II. Loop modeling with
constrained all-atom refinement

The second class of targets consists of those proteins

modeled with a single round of constrained all-atom

refinement. This set consists of targets with sequence

Figure 3
Comparison of Z-scores (based on GDT-HA) of Rosetta models to Z-scores of

the top CASP7 groups (as selected by assessors) highlights limitations and

successes of the Rosetta all-atom refinement method for different categories of

targets. A: Class I, proteins with high sequence-identity to existing templates,

predicted by loop-modeling. B: Class II, proteins with low-sequence-identity

(<20%) templates longer than 200 residues, predicted by loop-modeling and

?all-atom refinement. C: Class III, proteins with low-sequence-identity (<30%)

templates less than 200 residues, predicted by iterative segment rebuilding

coupled to all-atom refinement. D: Class IV, proteins predicted by free modeling

that were later classified as template-based modeling targets. E: Class V, free

modeling targets.
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identity to the template below 20% and lengths greater

than 200 amino acids. As described in the methods, dur-

ing the prediction season we considered it unlikely that

we would be able to sample sufficiently well to locate the

global minimum for longer proteins, and hence invested

less computational effort into these targets.

Figure 4
Examples of successful template-based predictions. For each target, the crystal structure is shown in blue, the best of our submitted models in green, and the best template

in pink. Selected core side-chains are shown as sticks in blue (crystal structure) or green (prediction). A: Loop modeling of target T0315 (residues 142–149 shown as

cartoon), B: T0341 domain 1, C: T0329 domain 1, D: T0330 domain 2, E: T0331, F: T0385.

Rosetta Predictions in CASP7
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The GDT-HA Z-score distributions for this class of

targets are also generally worse than those of other top

groups [Fig. 3(B)]. In addition, our models are worse

than the best templates in most cases as indicated by

LGA [Fig. 2(B)] and GDT-HA [Fig. 2(C)] scores. Aggres-

sive sampling is necessary to produce significant

improvements over the starting template, but if sampling

is insufficient or the energy function is in error, refine-

ment can degrade rather than improve the starting model

(see also below, ‘‘What went wrong?’’). Two predictions

in which the constrained all-atom refinement protocol

improved upon the templates are illustrated in Fig-

ure 4(B,C). These predictions display increased accuracy

in backbone conformations relative to the best templates

as well as accurately packed core side-chains.

Target Class III. Iterative segment rebuilding
and all-atom refinement

The third class of targets are those modeled using iter-

ative segment rebuilding coupled with all-atom refine-

ment. This set consists of proteins of less than 200 amino

acids for which an evolutionarily related protein of

known structure was clearly detectable, but with less than

30% sequence identity. During the prediction season we

considered this class of targets to be the most likely to

benefit from aggressive refinement as the sequence dis-

similarity from the template suggested structural changes,

and the relatively small size made the search problem

more tractable.

The more extensive sampling coupled with the smaller

size of the search space made the all-atom refinement

significantly more successful for this class of targets

[Fig. 3(C)] than for Class II targets [Fig. 3(B)]: the all-

atom refinement produced many more models with Z-

scores greater than 1.5 than did methods not using all-

atom refinement. Among the 27 domains for which we

carried out this protocol, 21 had better LGA scores than

the best template [Fig. 2(B)] and 18 had better GDT-HA

scores over the aligned regions than the best template

[Fig. 2(C)]. Several targets (T0330_D2, T0331, T0380,

T0368, T0357) achieved the largest improvements among

all the CASP7 submissions; most of the remaining targets

showed improvements in some regions of the structure.

Examples of these improvements are illustrated in the

superpositions of the crystal structure, the best template,

and our best predictions in Figure 4(D–F). T0330 do-

main 2 [Fig. 4(D)] is noteworthy because the model is

better than the best template throughout the entire struc-

ture, and the core side-chain packing is very similar

to that observed in the native structure. In T0331

[Fig. 4(E)], the outer helix and long hairpin loops inher-

ited from the best template (1ty9.pdb) were rebuilt and

refined towards the native conformation successfully. In

T0385 [Fig. 4(F)], a long helix reoriented during refine-

ment to achieve better packing in the core of the four-

helix bundle, making the model significantly better than

the best template.

Target Classes IV and V. Free modeling

We predicted the remaining 32 models in CASP7 by

free modeling. We have subdivided these targets into

Classes IV and V, depending on whether assessors later

classified them as template-based modeling or free mod-

eling problems, respectively. For the 15 domains in Class

IV, the fact that the potential templates were actually

identified by few or no predictors and the relatively high

accuracy of our predictions [Fig. 3(D)] indicated that

free modeling was a reasonable choice. The final class of

targets (Class V) were later classified as having no struc-

turally similar templates, and we modeled these 17

domains without exception using our free modeling

methodology. As with the Class IV targets, many of the

models were quite good in a relative sense [Fig. 3(E)].

Unlike previous CASP experiments, there were very

few cases in which human intuition or additional infor-

mation could be applied during the free modeling pre-

dictions. Human intuition played a major role in only

one target, T0299. Inspection of the secondary structure

prediction and domain boundary predictions suggested

an approximately symmetric conformation with two fer-

redoxin-like folds (cf. T0272 in CASP61); assembling

models of the two domains26 led to a prediction with an

accuracy of 5.1 Å over 180 residues [Fig. 5(A)].

Additional information from external sources was use-

ful in only two further cases, T0300 and T0319. The tar-

get description for T0300 indicated that the protein was

a dimer, and the sequence gave a strong signal for a par-

allel coiled-coil at the N-terminus.27,28 After enforcing

an asparagine–asparagine pairing geometry,29 fragment

insertions were carried out symmetrically on each of two

102-residue chains, followed by filtering for intermolecu-

lar pairing of each molecule’s lone b-strand, and then

symmetric all-atom refinement. The agreement of the

resulting models to the crystal structure did not reach

atomic accuracy, but was nonetheless excellent, given that

the protein crystallized not as the physiological dimer

but as a tetramer [Fig. 5(B)]. In the case of T0319, the

homology of the N-terminal and C-terminal b-stranded
regions to a zinc-binding domain was previously hypothe-

sized in the literature by Bujnicki and coworkers30 based

on a sensitive fold recognition study. After a long-range

b-strand pairing was enforced24 to maintain the zinc

binding site, all-atom refinement led to excellent predic-

tions for both the b domain and the ‘‘inserted’’ a-helical
domain [Fig. 5(C)].

Because of the scarcity of additional information on

the targets, CASP7 provided an excellent test of auto-

matic structure prediction with all-atom refinement.

Aggressive sampling with the all-atom energy function

led to several outstanding predictions in CASP7 for pro-
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Figure 5
Examples of successful free modeling predictions. For each panel, the crystal structure of a CASP7 target is shown at the top of the panel, and the best of our five submitted

models at the bottom. Panels D–F display additional superimpositions of the native state (blue) on the model (red) over regions that align to better than 2 Å and core side-

chains shown as sticks. A: T0299; rainbow coloring highlights 180 residues of Model 1 that agree with the crystal structure within 5.1 Å. B: T0300; rainbow coloring highlights

agreement of 111 residues of dimer model 5 with the native structure within 3 Å. The additional two molecules that form a tetramer in the crystal structure via coiled-coils are

shown as transparent, cyan cartoons. C: T0319; model 1 gave agreement of 4.0 Å over 67 residues, in the a-helical domain. D: T0316 domain 3; model 1 gave 72 residues

aligned within 2.9 Å. E: T0354; model 2 gave 90 residues aligned within 3.3 Å. F: T0283; model 3 gave 90 residues aligned within 1.4 Å. Note that the targets shown in Panels A

and D–F were classified as template-based-modeling problems by assessors, but our predictions were based on free modeling (see text).
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teins with well-defined secondary structure. The lowest

all-atom energy conformations for the small protein tar-

gets T0335 and T0350 converged quite well; compared

with the NMR-derived structures, the resulting models

were accurate to within 3 Å over most of the structure.

Some submissions (e.g., T0300, T0319, T0304, and

T0356 domain 1), while not reaching such high resolu-

tion, agreed well with the crystal structures over subdo-

mains [see, e.g., Fig. 5(B,C), and Supporting Figure S3].

For T0304, in particular, a new protocol carrying out

conformational space annealing with backbone con-

straints allowed efficient resampling of promising confor-

mations, leading to lower energy models and better pre-

dictions (Supporting Figure S3). Overall, the use of all-

atom refinement appears to have been the major reason

for the dominance of Rosetta@home predictions over

models from the Robetta server, which carried out an

identical fragment insertion protocol but not the subse-

quent all-atom refinement.

The most striking cases in which the high-resolution

free modeling methodology outshone the standard low-re-

solution fragment insertion procedure are shown in Figure

5(D–F). The prediction for all-b domain 3 of T0316 [2.9

Å over 72 residues; Fig. 5(D)] gave the correct global

strand arrangement and nearly perfect strand register. The

model for the a 1 b protein T0354 [1.8 Å over 77 resi-

dues; Fig. 5(E)] displays correct strand register in the b
sheet and accurate helix-sheet packing. Finally, the model

for all-a protein T0283 [1.4 Å over 90 residues; Fig. 5(F)]

correctly placed all the helices except for one making con-

tact with a crystal neighbor. In each of these cases, core

side-chains in our best predictions superimpose well with

the native structure (Fig. 5). Interestingly, despite being

classified as template-based modeling problems by asses-

sors, we modeled these three cases starting with extended

chains. These results indicate that free modeling with all-

atom refinement is capable of generating accurate blind

predictions for proteins of each secondary structure class.

WHAT WENT WRONG?

The performance of Rosetta in CASP7 offers informa-

tive lessons about the power and the limitations of all-

atom refinement in structure prediction. In particular,

our experiences exposed the necessity of using informa-

tion beyond an all-atom energy function for accurate

predictions; incorrect assumptions of energy-based

refinement; structure expansion due to side-chain model-

ing; and factors that make conformational space too large

to achieve reasonable all-atom sampling.

Ignoring evolutionary information

For target Classes I and II, we failed to make use of evo-

lutionary information present in multiple templates, and

the resulting models were clearly inferior to those of many

other groups. Building models based on a single template

is clearly not an optimal approach in this era in which

large amounts of relevant evolutionary information in the

form of related structures frequently may be available.

Further, among Class IV targets, there were several targets

for which excellent templates were available but for which

the free modeling protocol was applied (e.g., T0285, T0306,

T0347_D1, T0349, and T0356_D2). The resulting predic-

tions were significantly less accurate than the best templates

in the Protein Data Bank. Indeed, during the prediction sea-

son, template-based models gave lower Rosetta all-atom

energies and turned out to be more accurate than the free

modeling predictions in the few cases where both methodol-

ogies were used for submissions (e.g., T0363, T0373, and

T0383). Use of consensus templates from the CASP7 server

predictions would have easily ameliorated our ignorance of

good templates for most of these cases.

Incorrect assumptions of
energy-based refinement

The fundamental assumption of energy-based all-atom

refinement is that the native state is the global free energy

minimum of the modeled system. For nearly all CASP7

targets, the system was assumed to be a monomer. Thus it

is not surprising to observe poor accuracy for segments of

the proteins contacting binding partners or neighbors in

crystals (e.g., T0312, T0363, T0368 in template-based

modeling; T0300, T0309 in free modeling). For long

extended regions that lack interactions with the rest of the

monomeric protein, it is essentially impossible for the

physical energy guided process to work well. In lieu of

simulating full oligomeric complexes, protein structural

family derived scoring functions like those pioneered by

Zhang et al.,31 may complement the Rosetta all-atom

physics-based terms and allow better modeling of binding

interfaces, particularly for template-based problems. For

free modeling, prediction of native structure will likely be

difficult unless accurate information regarding the number

of interacting monomers and potential interactions are

given as input to the modeling.

Structure expansion due to
side-chain modeling

During the prediction season, we noticed that all-atom

side-chain modeling tended to produce an expansion of

template-based modeling predictions, causing a general

degradation of models unless extensive sampling led to

side-chain conformers that could be well-packed. For

example, such expansion of the starting template

occurred for the earlier targets in template-based model-

ing Class II, T0289, T0293, and T0298. After this prob-

lem was noticed, we employed Ca–Ca constraints for

subsequent targets during the initial all-atom refinement,

but as shown in the comparison in Figure 3(B), the size
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of the search space made degradation of models a more

likely outcome than improvement.

Side-chain-induced expansion was also observed in free

modeling targets, especially in all-a-helical targets, such as

T0307, T0382, and T0361 (Supporting Figure S4). Upon

noticing this expansion during the prediction season, the

lowest energy conformations for these targets were filtered

by a surface-area-based solvation score25 for a subset of

the predictions. These conformations were more compact

than the best scoring predictions based on the Rosetta all-

atom energy alone and, correspondingly, turned out to be

the best submissions from our group. These submissions

were typically more accurate than other groups by high re-

solution criteria but worse by low resolution criteria (see

Supporting Figure S4 for an example from T0382), illus-

trating both the benefits and pitfalls of all-atom refine-

ment. Increasing the flexibility of bond lengths and angles

as well as directly minimizing the volume of large voids

inside the protein core (see Supporting Information Figure

S2) are being explored as potential ways to counteract

model expansion during all-atom refinement.

The limits of conformational sampling

Even with a distributed computing network of many

thousand processors, there are numerous cases in which

reasonable sampling of the all-atom energy function can-

not be achieved. Conformational space is larger for pro-

teins of longer lengths as well as for proteins that have

less certain secondary structure; both issues affected our

prediction efforts.

While little can be done to restrain the conformational

space for large free modeling targets (e.g., T0287, T0296,

T0356), template-based modeling for large targets (Class

II) can be aided by taking advantage of information from

multiple templates. In this class of targets, the excellent

models of the Zhang group (top line in Figure 3B) partic-

ularly stand out. Currently, evolutionary information is

clearly more powerful than detailed physical chemistry for

larger proteins as the all-atom sampling problem becomes

exceptionally difficult with the vastly increased size of the

search space. Further supporting this conclusion, there is a

rough boundary in the success of our refinement approach

at sequence length 200 [Fig. 2(D)]: below this length, we

frequently improved over the template, while above this

length, we had more failures than successes.

For free modeling targets in CASP7, uncertain second-

ary structure prediction was a further confounding factor

that greatly increased the size of the conformational space

that needed to be sampled. A general paucity of sequence

homologs may be correlated with this uncertainty in sec-

ondary structure. For example, T0285 gave no sequence

hits upon a BLAST or PSI-BLAST search; the target

sequence itself was not in the database. The resulting inad-

equate sequence profile contributed to an incorrect sec-

ondary structure prediction, which made confident identi-

fication of an existing template and convergence of the

free modeling protocol difficult. Other free modeling

cases, drawn from the structural genomics initiatives (tar-

gets T0304, T0314, T0320, T0349, T0353, and T0386),

contained regions where different secondary structure

methods were either uncertain or conflicting. For these

targets we carried out different batches of simulations

forcing different secondary structures (see Supporting Fig-

ure S5 for models from T0353). However, this strategy

appeared to ‘‘over-diversify’’ the search. Native topologies

were not sampled closely enough to appear in the set of

low energy conformations (Supporting Figure S5C). At

the present level of sampling, highly accurate free model-

ing appears to require that for each region of the sequence

at least two of the four input secondary structure predic-

tions are reasonably correct. With the accuracy of second-

ary structure predictions approaching 80%,20 this condi-

tion is met for most proteins but not this subset of CASP7

targets. In the future, more computational power coupled

with extensive sampling of alternative secondary structures

may allow all-atom refinement to use signals from favor-

able tertiary interactions32 to surmount a prior lack of

information on secondary structure.

CONCLUSIONS

All-atom refinement using extensive sampling with

Rosetta@home contributed to producing excellent models

for many, but certainly not all, targets of less than 200

amino acids to which it was applied (Classes III–V

described above). In template-based modeling efforts,

aggressive refinement with the Rosetta all-atom energy

function led to improvement of at least one of the submit-

ted models over the best available template for the major-

ity of proteins under 200 residues. In free modeling

efforts, large amounts of sampling led to several high reso-

lution predictions, in some cases reaching accuracies better

than 2 Å. An additional benefit of all-atom refinement is

that it automatically generates physically realistic features

such as hydrogen bonds with native-like geometries.

Several observations strongly suggest that more effi-

cient sampling will lead to more consistent success in

structure prediction. In the cases where all-atom refine-

ment could not reach the native structure, our methodol-

ogy did not typically converge. Further, in these cases,

native crystal structures generally appear lower in energy

than our models in the absence of extensive contacts

with crystal neighbors. In principle, each of the con-

founding factors described above—loss of compaction,

secondary structure uncertainty, even oligomeric sys-

tems—could be overcome if a more effective strategy

could be found to optimize the rugged landscape pro-

duced by the all-atom energy function. More efficient

sampling strategies would also reduce the computational

effort required for each prediction. Such strategies are

Rosetta Predictions in CASP7
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being pursued and will see their most rigorous test in

CASP8.
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